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IT’S A FAST 
CHANGING WORLD
There’s no telling what the future holds for our children, but we are certain they will play a role in it. 
We believe in preparing them for every conceivable challenge by helping them to learn from their 
success to build confidence and knowledge that will stay with them for life.

And when tomorrow comes, they are ready.

It is for this purpose that Taylor’s International School (TIS) aims to educate children to take their 
productive place as leaders in the global community. We focus on nurturing our students to be 
well-rounded individuals who not only excel academically but have good character, know their 
purpose and have the essential soft skills, confidence and knowledge to succeed and be ready for 
the possibilities of tomorrow.

At the heart of our approach is Quantum Learning which we use to bring out students’ full potential 
through out-of-the-box best teaching practices. Moreover, our dynamic Professional Development 
Programme ensures our staff continuously update their skills, providing children with the highest 
quality of education. 

All combined, we provide students with the means to cope with a continuously evolving world. One 
in which the skills we instil in children today become the foundation for their success tomorrow.
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• We deliver ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE 

• We develop CHARACTER

• We build strong foundation in 3 LANGUAGES 
 (English, Bahasa Malaysia and Mandarin)

OUR EDUCATION

OUR APPROACH
• Distinctive teaching and 
 learning with Quantum Learning

• Soft skills and character development

• A nurturing environment for learning

TIS IMPACTFUL
LEARNING

Passionate
Learner

Global
Citizen

Responsible
Leader

JOYFUL CHALLENGING

Respectful 
& Caring 
Individual

Resilient
Individual

TIS STUDENT OUTCOMES

MEANINGFUL

TIS 
LEARNIN

G
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• RESPECTFUL AND
 CARING INDIVIDUALS  
 Respect, integrity and morality are 
 championed characteristics at Taylor’s, 
 and are emphasized in daily life at our schools.

• RESPONSIBLE
 LEADERS 
 TIS students are instilled with leadership 
 characteristics and exemplary behaviour to 
 ready them for opportunities in the future.

• RESILIENT
 INDIVIDUALS 
 Our students are groomed to be confident, 
 articulate and analytical learners who welcome 
 change and challenges in an ever-evolving
 environment.

• PASSIONATE
 LEARNERS 
 Our students are encouraged to be enthusiastic,  
 inquisitive and to use initiative in their daily 
 encounters. We nurture a passion for learning 
 that keeps them pushing for a breakthrough and 
 a drive that never settles for less.

• GLOBAL
 CITIZENS 
 We foster appreciation for different cultures. 
 Our students are exposed to borderless 
 perspectives, allowing them to expand their 
 knowledge. We make the entire world their 
 classroom.

RAISING 
LEADERS
When it comes to ensuring children succeed in tomorrow’s challenging environment, academics 
alone are not enough. In fact, we believe your children’s abilities to make the most of future 
opportunities are best-ensured by developing the following student outcomes. These qualities 
are firmly embedded in the learning at TIS.  



EDUCATION
AND BEYOND
The lessons our students receive are not limited to the confines of the classroom. In fact, 
we believe students require proactive learning that allows them to apply their education 
into practical, real world situations.
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Meanwhile, our Professional Development Programme ensures our teaching staff continuously upgrade their skills 
to stay up to date, allowing their teaching methods to always stay relevant.

• Foundation 
 The pursuit of developing an
 aligned community of learners.

• Atmosphere
 How a positive and respectful emotional climate
 is created to allow students to take cognitive risks.  

• Environment
 How the right physical space is created to support 
 classroom culture and enhance learning. 

• Design and Delivery
 How lessons are prepared and effectively delivered 
 to maximise students’ learning.

SOFT SKILLS AND CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT
We help students enhance their personal competitive advantage through soft skills, essential for social interaction 
and leadership development. This includes character building grounded in the best of Eastern and Western values, 
and is achieved through fun and creative extracurricular activities such as sport, performing arts, and recreational 
as well as interest-based programmes.

IMPACTFUL TEACHING AND LEARNING
At the heart of our approach is Quantum Learning (QL), a research-based educational methodology that emphasises 
teacher effectiveness and the facilitation of lifelong learning proficiency in students. With QL, learning is joyful, 
meaningful and challenging. It combines four key components to help students enjoy well-rounded lessons:
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HERITAGE OF
EXCELLENCE
Taylor’s Education Group is one of the oldest, most 
successful and reputable private education institutions in 
Malaysia and the region. It provides an exceptional 
educational experience to over 22,000 students in Malaysia, 
Singapore and Vietnam. With its unsurpassed track record 
built over the last six decades, it has earned the reputation 
for being the centre of excellence for Early Years to 
postgraduate education. 

TIS is also part of a collaborative network of award-winning 
international schools. Together, we share our expertise to 
refine each school's unique approach to learning, placing us 
at the forefront of international education in Malaysia.

Taylor’s Education Group

Taylor’s College

A centre of excellence for 
pre-university studies in 

Malaysia, renowned for its 
academic excellence and 

unbeatable track record in 
placing students in top 
universities around the 

world.

Taylor’s University

One of Malaysia’s 
most reputable private 
universities. It offers a 
comprehensive range 
of programmes from 
Foundation Studies to 

Postgraduate 
Degrees.

Taylor’s Schools

A collaborative network of six award-winning
 international schools in Malaysia and Singapore. 
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Grow as lifelong learners with our state-of-the-art 
facilities that inspire the development of students.

IMMERSIVE
LEARNING

ENVIRONMENT
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Grow as lifelong learners with our state-of-the-art 
facilities that inspire the development of students.

IMMERSIVE
LEARNING

ENVIRONMENT
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Tel. : 603 9200 9898
e-mail : admissions@kl.tis.edu.my

KUALA
LUMPUR

TIS

Located near the centre of 
the nation’s capital city, 
Taylor’s International School 
Kuala Lumpur is strategically 
equipped with sports, arts 
and science facilities. Open 
spaces and excellent facilities 
make it ideal to foster and 
nurture growing minds.
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PUCHONG
TIS

Located in the suburb of Puchong, 
Taylor’s International School Puchong 

is an award-winning purpose-built 
campus. Within this world-class 

architecture, our state-of-the-art 
facilities provide a nurturing 

environment for learning.

Tel. : 603 5879 5000
e-mail : admissions@pc.tis.edu.my
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With the prestigious FIABCI-Malaysia Property Award, 
TIS Puchong has made a significant mark in the era 
of purpose-built schools.

AWARD-WINNING
PURPOSE-BUILT 
SCHOOL
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THE 4 KEY LEARNING STRANDS:
1.  Independence and Interdependence
 Focusses on developing personal, social and emotional development.
 Taylor’s Core Values (R.E.C.I.P.E.) are instilled through this strand.

2. Communicating
 Focusses on building a broad range of communicating skills through:
 • Language and Literacy (including English, Mandarin and Bahasa Malaysia)
 • Mathematics
 • ICT and computing
 • Expressive arts and creativity

3.  Enquiring
 Focusses on developing the skills of enquiry through exploring people and  
 the World.

4.  Healthy Living and Physical Well-being 
 Focusses on developing a positive attitude to health, self-care and 
 physical activity.

NURSERY AND RECEPTION

• Provides the foundation for
 Primary education

• Ensures that children develop
 intellectually, creatively,
 physically, socially and
 emotionally

• Based on the International
 Early Years Curriculum (IEYC)

FOUNDATION
KEY STAGE
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SUBJECTS
• Arts and Design
• Bahasa Malaysia
• Design and Technology*
• English (including Drama)
• Geography
• History
• Information and Communications 
 Technology (ICT)
• Mandarin
• Mathematics
• Music
• Physical Education
• Personal, Social and Health
 Education (PSHE) / Agama
• Science 

Only available at Puchong Campus *

KEY
STAGE
1&2
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YEAR 1 TO 6

• Forms the foundation for
 Secondary education
• Introduces students to 
 a wide range of subjects
• Embraces the International
 Primary Curriculum (IPC)
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KEY
STAGE
3
YEARS 7 TO 9

• Caters for the first part of
 Secondary schooling
• Prepares students to be more
 independent with added level of
 responsibility

SUBJECTS
• Arts and Design
• Bahasa Malaysia
• Drama
• English
• Geography
• History
• Innovation and Technology*
• Information and Communications 
 Technology (ICT)**
• Mandarin
• Mathematics
• Music
• Physical Education
• Personal, Social and Health
 Education (PSHE) / Agama
• Science

Only available at Puchong campus *
Only available at Kuala Lumpur campus **
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KEY
STAGE

4
YEARS 10 TO 11

A 2-year programme that
culminates in the IGCSE

examinations

CORE SUBJECTS
• English Language
• Mathematics
• Science
     - Combined Science 
     - Biology, Chemistry and Physics
• Bahasa Malaysia (compulsory for Malaysians)
• Physical Education (non-examination)
• Personal, Social and Health Education (PSHE) /
 Agama (non-examination)

ELECTIVE SUBJECTS
• Additional Mathematics
• Accounting*
• Art
• Business Studies
• Computer Science
• Design and Technology
• Drama
• Economics
• English literature 
• Geography
• Global Perspectives
• History
• ICT
• Mandarin
• Music 
• Physical Education

Only available at Puchong Campus *



Ida Marianna Abdul Rashid 
Mother of Nadine Sarah 
Saifuddin,  Year 10A

TIS Kuala Lumpur brings out the 
best in Nadine by developing her 
into a well-balanced and all 
rounded individual. Through its 
holistic education and East meet 
West values, Nadine realises her 
full potential as she prepares for 
the future world that has not been 
defined.

Mia Wong-Sia Yici, 
Year 8L 

I am a newbie but I have almost 
fully adapted in half a year due to 
the welcoming staff and students. 
I enjoy learning at Taylor's because 
teachers make learning 
entertaining and fun but within 
boundaries. I also appreciate there 
being a variety of indoor and 
outdoor facilities.

Najua binti Mohd Nasir 
Mother of Aisha Marie Ellingham,
Year 6R

I am very happy with Aisha's 
progress. She has shown me 
tremendous improvement, she's 
very confident and sociable, and
I have to thank the school and the 
teachers who have mould her into 
what she is today.

Rachel Lim Jia Ying,
Year 11Y

I like the people here… the 
students, teachers and staff. They 
are very friendly and helpful which 
makes me feel comfortable.
I truly enjoy my school life.

KUALA
LUMPUR
TESTIMONIALS Mrs Dilomie Toussaint 

Mother of Joshua Orlando Toussaint, 
Year 7 and Joel Diallo Toussaint, Year 2 

My sons Joshua and Joel have been with TIS Puchong since 2015. 
The school has been a consistent platform in nurturing and 
harnessing their talents. They have grown in many ways and found 
their passion because of the opportunities provided by the school, 
especially in sports and performing arts. The school environment 
and facilities provide an ideal learning atmosphere and the teachers‘ 
contributions to their learning have been significant.

Anisha Ling Suriar,
Year 11 

The teachers constantly 
challenge us to go beyond our 
limits to reach our full potential. 
The school also offers a wide 
range of sports and clubs that 
we can participate in, and these 
activities give us a chance to 
take up leadership roles.

Chow Nian Yee 
Mother of Emma Tang,
Year 7

When I first visited the school, 
I noticed that the students were 
all happy. They seem to work 
well with each other. The 
harmonious and happy nature of 
the students here is what I am 
impressed with. I have also 
noticed that the teachers guide 
the students to self-resolve 
conflicts which I think is good 
for children’s character 
development.

PUCHONG
TESTIMONIALS
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www.tis.edu.my

KUALA LUMPUR CAMPUS [Co. Reg. No. 199001013246 (204816-H)]

No. 9, Jalan 1/75C, Off Jalan Pria Taman Maluri, 
55100 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

603 9200 9898
admissions@kl.tis.edu.my

PUCHONG CAMPUS [Co. Reg. No. 201101010017 (938156-A)]

No.1, Jalan BP 14/7, Bandar Bukit Puchong 2, 
47120 Puchong, Selangor, Malaysia

603 5879 5000
admissions@pc.tis.edu.my


